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ABOUT THE COMPANY

GREENLOVE FOUNDATION

Taking root from its inspirational spirit, the Greenlove Foundation seeks to foster and

grow an optimistic, positive and forward-thinking sense of environmental responsibility

and sustainability awareness.

 

Environmental nonprofit, 5-person volunteer board.



THE PROBLEM

Branding alignment & efficiencies

Eliminating single-use plastic habits

OUR ROLE
HOW CAN A&I HELP?

Visioning

Prioritizing

Mapping Strategies

Activating Social/Digital Channels & More

Analyzing & Iterating



OUR
SOLUTION

Developed new fundraising model that shifts from friend & family

donations to a proven revenue model to keep the nonprofit mission

to eliminate single-use plastic habits by engaging students: via

educating why water bottle-filling stations are offsetting xx of

plastics so far peer networking; and affiliate marketing to not only

raise funds to install water bottle filling stations in every school in

RI, but also to tackle lunch room plastics waste. 

 

Opting to stay small & nimble, supported Greenlove in developing

an open-source model, where other nonprofits could sustainably

have a greater impact in their schools and communities.



THE IMPACT

Overall, Angles & Insights worked to boost

morale, efficiencies & effectiveness. Changes

included a new tag line, updated mission

statement, and an affiliate marketing

fundraising model strategy.



 
Greenlove sought Angles & Insight's expertise to help with our communications.

  We were a young and fast-growing non-profit and needed to assure all our
communications were uniform and in line with our mission. Sue’s expertise was
key in fine-tuning our mission’s  goals which was fundamental to our marketing
communications.  Additionally our sessions with Sue provided strategic planning

and she suggested beneficial development programs.  We would highly
recommend Angles & Insights to any organization to either commence their

marketing efforts or to revamp them.

KATHERINE BOWERS
DIRECTOR AT GREENLOVE FOUNDATION



Sue@AnglesAndInsights.com
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